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on Mary, he did not deny anytning in his day that his church he.d but he did

lay great stress on her , he did not lay great stress on the euchrist or on

purgatory or any specila matters which the Roman Catholic ch.ruch so stresses.

His writings had in them comparitably iiittle to which we ject as to a

protestant view point except for this one vital thinhich h believed to

±rxhere in the succession of the apostle Peter, that he believed in this author1

and maintained it, that of course does not prose that he was a bad man but it

proves that he was a mistaken man. There are plenty of men in our protestant

movement whocla1ms as to their authority in just about any group you will find

the group isolate from one extreme to the other , the extreme of anarachy where

nothing is accomplished because there is no authority and everyone goes in his

own direttion and we make no progress whatever and then in reaction against that

e/ a leader comes forard and everyone gets ehind the leader and if his

ability continues in a generation or two the calim is apt ot be made that there

is right to lead and you are apt to get over to the extreme where a men

claims he has the authority to dictate to others. You go from one ectreme to

the other, you find it in all movements , I think Pope Leo was mistaken at this

pott, but the fact that his mistake is , was something that had. tremendous eff

upoi. future ages, because if one pope with tremehdous ability made these claims

it was easy enough for other popes with inferion. abilites to think they had

the authority to say similar things. Now pope Leo was aot a great originaly

thinker but he was a clear thinker, he was a clearer thinker and a good student

and a good theologian , and hew was a man who was interested in the whole churth

and so when these controversies were developed while they were not matters of

vital urgencies in the West , they were matters inwhich he kook a d&finite in

terest and he studied them and the writings of the fathers and the scriptures

and he attempted to determine vim was the correct attitude in

regard to them. That is the important feature about him in connection with the

christological controversies, they come about the middle of his life , but sine

we are now disculsthng the controversies, I think I will leave it t the end of
this heading, and discuss %.ó other features about his life, one feature
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